The deviation of a particle from its dipole magnetic drift shell in the presence of an electric field is reexamined. Previously published solutions are generalized to include the contribution of the corotation electric field and are extended to the case of strong drift shell splitting. Some limiting values of orbital asymmetry are obtained from an approximate form of the high-energy Alfv•n layer.
INTRODUCTION
In a magnetospheric convection electric field, particles of different pitch angles drifting adiabatically do not remain on the same magnetic shell as they move around the earth. Roedeter and Schulz [1971] , Schulz [1972] , and Stern [1971] have termed this electric shell splitting. In this note we show that the previous results can be obtained from a different and simpler approach which relates the asymmetry of particle orbits to the bounce-averaged drift velocity of the particles. This formulation emphasizes the physical statement that an imposed electric field is most eft•ctive in perturbing the motion of particles which drift most slowly through it. By use of a wellknown fit to the drift velocity the coupled differential equations [Schulz, 1972; Stern, 1971 ] are solved to give quantitative (approximate) expressions for the dependence of drift orbits on particle pitch angle. In the first section we rederive the 'weak shell splitting' solution of Schulz [1972] , and we introduce an alternative definition of weak shell splitting iri which the corotation drift velocity need not be small with respect to the azimuthal magnetic drift velocity. The result that we obtain for this case is implicit in previous work [Schulz, 1972; Stern, 1971] . In the remaining sections we obtain approximate but explicit solutions for the asymmetry of drift shells in the 'strong shell splitting' case, i.e., for the case in which the cross-magnetosphere potential drop is not small with respect to the particle kinetic energy, and we discuss the limits on maximum drift shell asymmetry. The treatment here is nonrelativistic, though relativistic generalizations are indicated, and we confine our attention to a dipole magnetic field model.
SMALL AMPLITUDE DRIFT SHELL SPLITTING
In any axisymmetric magnetic field a coordinate L may be defined which labels magnetic shells, and in particular, we can choose L to be the radial distance from the symmetry axis to the equatorial point of a field line. In this paper, L is measured in units of earth radii Rs. To see the power of this approximation in shell splitting analysis, consider a particle drifting from midnight under the 
A simple physical interpretation of drift shell splitting follows from the form given in (5). The size of the effect is inversely proportional to the magnetic drift speed simply because the faster a particle moves across the night side the less time the convection field has to move the particle inward. Similarly, the faster a particle moves round the day side the less time there is for the convection field to move the particle sunward. In a purely dipolar magnetic field the orbits are therefore most asymmetric at small pitch angles where &d is smallest (see equation (6) The simple analytic representation (15) of the pitch angle dependence of the energy gained in inward motion can be used to obtain an approximate solution for electric field shell splitting when changes in W are not small with respect to W. For particles sufficiently energetic that corotation can be ignored, the solution is most direct. A particle of energy W at any L and longitude ½ can be traced back to the point at which it crossed the midnight meridian where its energy Wu is found from (3).
From (15) the L value at midnight is seen to be L•t = L(I+ qER•L sin C/W) -(•/v• (16)
Note that the first-order term in an expansion of (16) is identical with the form previously obtained in (6), and again, the changes in L are greatest for particles at small pitch angles. The variation of particle energy around the drift orbit must be found from (3).
LIMITS ON THE ASYMMETRY OF DRIFT ORBITS
The deviation from a magnetic drift shell of the orbit of a trapped particle in a magnetospheric convection field is largest for particles on an Alfvfin layer, that is, on the boundary 
